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~SAMPLINO INSPECTION PU.NS FOR CONTINUOOS PRODUCTION 

The sampling 1nspect1vn plane II 6 5 sr-• I 3 t diacusa..v~ 

t * g are applic able only t 0 a product10n pr.) c.:ess 1n which the 

units c, f product ,.Jre closs1f1ed as either defective ~r non

defect1ve. These pl a ns are designed to set a prescribed upper 

limit to the average cutgoing quality o f the final pr0duct enter

ing into conswnptivn chrt nnels. This 1s acc~mpl1ahed through a 

sequential process vf partial and complete inspection of the 

finished product which will be described in detail later. 

Sampling 1nspecti ~n schemes whose aim 1a t u improve the 

outgoing quality or the finished product ia not new in the field 

of industrial quality c0ntrol. Various methvds are in vogue 

with varying degrees of statist,c:al validity. 

The first step towards putting the use of sampling inspec

tion tor controlling the outgoing qu~l1ty on a scientific basis 

was taken by H.P. Dodge and H. Q. Rumig 0f the Bell Telephone 

system. Dodge and Romig made their inspection plan an adJunct 

to lot-by-lot accep\ance inspection. 'nle basic idea involved 
AA--' 

in their scheme a t ~@ briefly de s cribe~ 

In lot-by-lot accept~nce inspection a 

for Judging the quality of a lot on the baois of a rand . aample 

selected from it. The 'tppl1cat1on vf this criterion res lta 

either 1n the Hcceptance or the reJection of the lot. 

lot 1a accepted 1t goes into conewnption channels aa is. 

it 1s rejected, however, it 1a first inspected 100~ and 

defective items removed ano replaced by non-<1efe~tive items 
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before it 1e released f or cunaumptL.1 n. Thu.J, B1nce rejec ·~ed 

lots are presumably free uf defe c tives a fter the 100 1nspec

t1on, the average outgving quality 0f the prud~ct 1a better 

than the incoming quality. In f act, it can be seen th 3t given 

any reasonable l ot-by-lot 1napectiun scheme, the worse the 

incoming qublity, the better will be the uverage uutgo1ng 

quolity when this inspection procedure 18 employed. This 

phenomenon can be illuJtr~ted by plotting 1n a graph the average 

outgu1ng quality Q (known ae the POQ) again ~t thP lvt fract10r1 

defective p. Thia curve will u·., 1.ly hav~ the fvllow1ng shape. 

a 

AOQ 

The value of Q &t the peak of this curve is kn~wn as the AOQL 

(the av~rage outgving quality limit). 'ftlua the ~OQl, repre~ent~ 

the worst pussible outgoing quality wh1~h can be expected un 

the average nu m~tter what the incJming l0t qu&lity 1e. 

The abvve method for ~ontrolling the outgoing quality of 

the finished product throutJl sampling inspection has several 

limitations whil:h it wvuld be desirable t o remove. In the 

first place, the plan ls rtppl1cable tu products which are fonned 

into lot a and the aau•pl i_ng which it preaupposea is a random 
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selectlun from the l ot. However, 1t ls uften de&1rable to make 

the sampling 1nspect1un from the Bequence of gooda as they are 

pr0duced and this the1r plan does not pruvide fur. Another 

limitation of this plan is the high cost of inspection which it 

involves. It will be noted that the more the lot fraction 

defective exceeds the AC)QL, the smaller the AOQ. &lt thie ls 

attained at a high cost in inspection which 1s inefficient if 

a given AOQL can be tolerated. 

In 1943 Dodge published in the Annals of Mathematical 

Statistics a very interesting inapection pla.n which 1a appli

cable to a production flow without any regard to lot alze1 but 

which, however, requires that the production process be in a 

state or statistical control. Unfortunately the 111111tation or 

time will not permit me to describe this plan. My main discus

sion will revolve around a class of inspection plane which were 

developed by A. Wald and J. Wolfow1tz and which were published 

in the Annala of Mathematical Statistics in 1945. I shall alao 

t ouch upon some original research in this field which I had 

undertaken while employed in the &lreau or the Census, Washington, 

D. C. 

The sampling plane which I shall describe can be applied to 

a sequence of products as they are produced and they guarantee 

that the fraction defective remaining in the product after in

spection will not exceed, on the average, a preassigned limit 

regardless or the size of the fraction defective 1n the product 

prior to inspecti0n Pnd regardless of whether or not the pro

duc•ion proceaa 1s 1n a atate of statiatical control. 
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The mechanical proc~~ures involved in the sampling plans 

are not complicated. The sequence of iteme produced are divided 

into aeqmenta of size k, One observation, chveen at random 

from each eegment, in sequence 1s inspected and the number of 

defective itema found is cumulated. 'nlis 0perati0n 1e known 

ae partial inspection. A rule (ueually baaed on the cwnulJtive 

nwnber of observatlvns) 1a given for •,,-m1nating 1nspect10n. 

At the termin~t1on of ·1nepection, a specified nwnbe~ (which 

might be zero) of Wl1ts of prvduct are inspected 100 per cent. 

Thia operation is known as complete inspection. The inspection 

procedure ,.s then repeated on new material. It ia, of course, 

assumed that during both partial and complete inspection, the 

defective items found are removed and replaced by non-defective 

items. 

The atat1at1cal principles on which these plans are baaed, 

are also fairly siinple. They can be briefly formulated aa 

follows: Let x 1 , x2 , ... , be the aeq~ence of obaervat1ona 

obtained from the f1rlit, second, etc., seg,..,ent partially 1n

epected from the beginning of an 1nspectivn operation. Here 

x1 • 0 if the item in the 1-th segment was non-defective and 

xi• 1 if the item waa defective. At then-th stage of part1al 
A 1nepe:t1on we cvns1der an estimate p of the fraction defective 

1n the product which has p?ssed through 1napect1on from the 

beginning of the inspection vpernt10n. This estimate 1s defined 

as 

kn 
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As l ong as ~c'.l rt1 al 1nspect1on co:1t1nuee, this estimate ie 

restricted by the plan t o sot1sfy the 1nequa l1t., 

p ~ U + ~(n) 

where U ls the desired AOQL and ~(n) is a nunnegat1ve function 

of n which approa ches zero as n appruacres infinity. When 1n

spect1 -::. n terminates, as specified by the rules of the plan, 

this inequa lity may no l0nger hold. Huwever, 1n that case, 

enuugh add1ti0nal items are inspected 100 per cent and the 

defe~tives replaced ao as to make the estimate of the total 

leas than (~r equul t o ) U. It is not difficult to prove by 

employing the Strong Law of Large Numbers that any plan which 

keepa the above estimate bounded (as above), also guarantees 

that the AOQL will not be exceeded 1n the long run regardless 

of whether Jr not the production process 1a in a state of 3ta

t1stical control. Thus, stability in the production process 

1a not a necessary requirement for the attainment of a given 

average outgoing quality limit. However, aa la the case with 

moat statistical ~rocedures, achieving an average result 1a 

only part of the gual. What 1a often just h8 important 18 

achieving small variability around that average. I ahall 

return to this important question later. 

Due to lack of time I shall restrict myself to a diacusa1on 

of only a few of the plans which might be devised to achieve a 

given AOQl,. The simplest one 1s the •1xed Lot Size Pl&n. Here 

the production sequence 1a asawned to be divided 1nt0 lota or 

size Mand each lut is further subdivided into N seginenta of 
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e1ze k. An integer m < N 1a selected. Inspection begins by 

aelect1ng at random one item from each consecutive segment of 

k items. Theae 1tema are 1napected 1n sequence and the number 

of derect1ve 1tema foWld 11 cumulated. Inspection terminates 

ae soon ae m defectives are round or alternatively all the N 

aegmenta hAve been partially 1ns~e: ted and r~wer than m defec

tives have been found. If the number or defectives found 1s 

m with a sample size n < N, then the remaining N - n segments 

are 1nepected 100 per cent. Otherwise no 100 per cent 1napec

t1on 1a required. Thia 1napect1on procedure 1s then repeated on 

a new lot. It can be shown that the expected fraction of de

tective 1tema left 1n the lots thua 1nepected 1a leaa than or 

equal to 

U • k 1 m 
i( ,r . 

The proof of this 1a short and 1t may be instructive to examine 

1t here. Let x1 , x2, ••• , (x1 • 0 or xi• 1) represent the 

quality of 1tema part1~lly inspected from the f1rot, second, 

etc., segment and let D1 repre3ent the nwnber of defectives 

left 1n the 1-th segment after partial 1napect1cn. Moreover, 

let p1 represent the tractlon defective in the 1-th segment 

before 1napect1on. 'ftien, since Ex1 • p1 and x1 + D1 • kp1 we 

have E(k-l)x1 • K01 • Let z1 • (k-l)x1 - Di. We write 

(1) 
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where n ls a random variable and represents the sample eize at 

which pa rtial inspection tennlnates. Taking ex1>ecta t1 ona on 

both sides of the ab j VP equation we get 

n N 
(2) E L z1 + E L • 0 

1•1 l•n+ 1 

a.it 1f in the secund expression t0 the left we take the ex

pect ation first fur a fixed n and then with respect to n, we 

see that this expression is zero als0. Hence we have 

(>) 

or 

( 4) 

n 
&.Lt at the termination of inspection ~ x1 ~ m. 'lb1a proves 

1•1 
the theorem. 

If the pruauction process 1e not 1n a statP of stat1at1cal 

control and if the items in the lot are not shuffled prior to 

1nspecti..:>n, then the AOQ, which 1s given by 

will be a functivn of all the individual p1 •s representing the 

fract1u.is defectlve 1n each segment of the lut. H0wever, it 

1a of interest tu note that the AOQ 1s a symmetric function of 

the r 1 •a s o that as l ong as the segments are held intact, 1t 1s 

• 
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immaterial 1n what order they are presented for 1narect1on ae 

far aa the value of the AuQ 1s concerned. 

We have aeen that the max1mt•.m value that the AOQ can have 

ia(k-1/k)(m/M} We might inquire, given a fixed average lot 

quality p, for what values of the p1 •e will the AOQ be a minimum? 

The answer ia; th'it AOQ 1s a minimum when al 1 the p1
1 a are equal. 

1'1t thia case reduces itself to the Bernoulli caae, i.e., to the 

case where the production ia 1n a state of statistical control. 

Por controlled production, the AOQ can be obtained as 

follows: Let p represent the fraction defective inherent in 

the production process and L(p) repreaent the probability that 

partial 1napect1on will tem1nate with fewer than m defectives. 

'!hen 

(5) 

and 

( 6) AOQ • Q(p) • ';J-- E r xi • ~ r LpE1 f xi + ( 1-Lp) E2 r xi] 
1-1 L 1-1 1-1 

where 11 represents the expectation under the condition thnt 

fewer than m defectives are found and E2 represents the expect

ation under the condition that exactly m defectives are found 

during partial inspection. Now 

(7) 

and 
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when Q(p) 1a plotted against p, the resulting curve haa the 

following shape. 

Q(p > I 

/ 

/ 
p 

In addition to the AOQ curve, there ia another curve which 

measures the fraction of the material 1napect~d (API) and which 

I shall designate by P(p). The P(p) curve 1• obtained from the 

relationship 

(10) 

or 

(11) P(p) • 1 - Q(p) 
p • 
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The API cur·,e when plotted against p has the following 

Shap\!. 

----1 / 

/ 

P(.-i) I 
I 

I 

_/ 
0 p l 

Prom the above d1scuee1on we see that the average fraction 

defective left 1n the lots after 1napect1on cannot exce i-- d 

(k-1/k)(m/N) nv ,natter how capricious the product1un process may 

be. To q~ote Wald an~ Wolfowitz: "Ir these schemes are em

ployed, then, even if Maxwell's demon of gaa theory fame were 

to transfer his activities to the production process, he would 

be uneucceaaful in an effort to cause the AOQL to be exceeded." 

a.at if we were to conaider this inspection scheme aa a contest 

between tne statiatician and the demon, the demun could still 

outwit the statistician in a very important respect. He will 

have to grant the AOQL to the atatiat1cian, but by arranging 

the defectives 1n the sequence of product 1n a particular manner, 

he can make the quality of the outgoing material eo highly var

iable and spotty aa to nullify to a large extent the effect of 

the long run guarantee or acceptable quality. It 1a eaay to 

show tnat if p1 re~reeenta the fraction defective 1n the 1-th 

segment of the lvt 1~ order in which 1t 1a partially inspected, 

then the var1ab111ty of the outgoing quality will be a max~mwn, 
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1f the demon arranges the segments ln an increasing order of 

magnitude o f the p1 •e. 

The reascn why we can cunceive of the demun having the 

freedom of arrangement 0f the defectives 1s due to the manner 

in which we perfunn the partial eampl1ng. Ir during partial 

sampling the ubservat10ns were obtained at random from the 

whole lot instead of selecting one at random from each segment, 

the demon could be thwarted even 1n this respect. However, 

even then, the problem of spotty material would remain. In 

fact this problem is aerioua even 1r the production proceaa la 

aaswned to be in a state of stat1at1cal control. However, there 

1s good reason to believe that with further research this problem 

will be satisfactorily solved. 

If we examine the particular plan Wlder cona1derat1on (and 

the same s1tuat1un holds for the other plans which I shall 

d18cuas later) it 18 defined by 3 conatanta, k, m, and N. How

ever, the only quantity that 1a f1xea by dea1gn 1a the AOQL 

which 18 eeaentially a function of the ratio or m to N. We 

see then that we have sufficient freedom in eelect1ng theae 

conatanta. Thus in addition to requiring a given AOQL, we 

might impose other conditiona. Por example, if the production 

proceaa ia in cuntrol, we might require that the variance or 
~ 

the outgoing quality (Q) from lot to lot ahull not exceed a 

given value. 1'\e variance in thia caae 1a given by 

(12) 
2 pq(k-l)E(n) + (k-1) 2p26~ 

~~- ~ 

where E(n) and~ can be comput~d without difficulty. 
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However, even 1f the produ ction prucees 1s n0 t 1n control, 

various reason able mvdela of the possible d1atr1but1on uf de

fectives among the segments of the lots may be c~n3tructed and 
A 

either tt1e variance or an upper limit f 0 r the variance of Q 

obtained aa a function of the parameters k, m, and N. Por 

example, one model which appears reasonable 1e to a9sume that 

the defective 1tema produced by the machine tend to occur in 

cluatera but that the poa1tion of the clusters 1n the lot 1e 

random. 'ftle ~egree of clustering within the eegmente 1ntu 

which the lot 1s divided may be measured by the 1ntraclaaa 

correlation. 

(13) 
Npq 

where the p1 ' a are the frac.;tion defective 1n the segments and 

p 11 the average fraction defective in the lot. When each pi 
I\ 

1a either O or 1, f • 1 and the variance of Q 1a that caee is 

zero. When all the p1 ' a are equal, P takes on 1 ta r .1n1mwn 

value - k:l . a.it in that case the variance of e 1a given by 

the expression (12). An important problem which 1a yet to be 

" solved 1a this. Por what value of Pis the variance of Q a 

maximum, My guess 1a, that this occurs when f' 1a a minimum. 

If this were true then we would ~ave n convenient upper boWld 

for the var1ab111ty of the outgoing quality for this particular 

model. 

Another inapect1on plan which I ahvuld like to mention 

briefly 1a one which 1a currently 1n use in the a.treau or the 
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Cens ·1.u, for contrull1n~ the error rate 1n the c0d1ng and punch 

card o~erat10ns. It 1a a1m1lar t0 the abuve plan except that 

the not1un 0f a l vt 1s dispensed w1th. It 1s defined, as abuve, 

by the three integers m, N, and k. 'n'le plan uperates aa r o llowa: 

'n'le un1ts 0 f tir,.)duct 1n the pr0<.1 uct1on aequence are divided 

1nto segments u f a1ze k. Inspe~t1on begins by selecting at 

random one 1tem rrum each c~nsecut1ve segment uf k itema. The 

1tema are inspected in sequence and the nwnber of defe ~t1vea 

f uund as well as the number ur items examined 1s cumylated. 

Inspection tenninates when, and only when, the cumulative 

number uf defectives reaches m. At tr.\a point, the size or 

the sa.m~le n 1a compared with the integer N. If n ~ N, the 

prvduct which has passed through 1napectiun 1a considered 

acceptable and the inspection procedure 1e repeated on new 

product Leginn1ng with the segment next tu the last aepent 

partially 1napected. If, on the other hand, n < N, the fol

lowing actions are taken: (a) N-n segments (corresponding to 

k(N--ll) 1tema) are 1napected 100 per cent. These aegmenta are 

selected from the product beg1nn1ng with the segment next to 

the last segment partially inspected; (b) the inspection pro

cedure 1a repeated on new material, beginning the inspeotion 

with the segment f ollowlng t~e laat segment which waa 100 per 

cent inspected. 

Here, ae 1n the previous caae, the AOQL cannot exceed 

{k-1/k)(m/N) regardleslj of whether or not the product1un proceaa 

1a stable. 
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The third and laet inspection plan of th1s class which I 

should like to discuae in some detail ie une 1n which the cri

terion for decisions ia ident1cal with th J t of the sequential 

prubab111ty raticn reat devel oped by Wald fvr teeting statiatl

cal hypotheses. These plans are of interest be<;aw,e, t r1ey 

require eaeentially a fixed amount of 100 ~er cent inspecti on 

when such lnapectivn 1a called for, and moreover, the so~alled 

one-e1ded sequential plan 18 the moat efficient in the senoe 

that for a prescribed AOQ.L it requires least inspection when 

the productivn proceee is 1n stat1st1~al contrul. 

The one-eided sequential plan 1a defined by a constant h, 

an integer k and a poa1t1ve rract1on a. The integer k apec1f1es 

the partial sampling rate to be employed and the fractions 

specifies the desired AOQL. The sequence of items are divided 

into segments of size k and one item 1s aelectPd at rand um from 

each 5egment and the number of defectives f ound 1e cumulated. 

At the J-th stage or partial 1napecti0n, the cumulative number 

of defectives 1a given by f x1 , where, as above, x1 • 1 or 
1-1 

x1 • 0 depending on whether or not the item in the 1-th segnient 

was found defective 0 r non-defective. Partial inspection con-

long aa f x1 < h + 
n 

t1nuee ae aJ. If fur s0me J • n, ~ x1 L h+sn, 
1•1 J•l 

partial 1napect1vn tenn1natea and h/s segments are 1nsper •.ed 

100 µer cent (we assume tha t h/s 1s chJsen tv be an integer). 

~e inspection ~rvcedure 1a then repeated on new material, 

beginning with the segment folluw1n& the laat segment which was 

100 per cent inspected. 
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Kxce~t for a slight ap~rox1mat1 un which 1a negl1g1ble when 

h ls n~t small, the AOQI., f or this pl an 1a equal to(k-1/k)s. 

When the ~roduct1 1Jn prvcess 18 1n statistical c0ntro l and 

1f µ < e, we kn J W from sequential the0ry that there ex1eta a 

µvs1t1ve prv bab111ty that partial 1nspect1on 0n~e begun will 

gu vn 1ndef1n1tely. Thus, 1f p < s, the probability 1e l that 

eventually a sequence of items will be f ound 1n which only 

partial ina'-1ect1 ..... n will be employ,~d. On the uther hand, 1r 

p > a, µart1 >1 insi}ection will always terminate with probability 

1. 8Jt, in th13 case, the average outgoing quality Q(p) ia 

given by 

r( ) (k-l)pE{n) 
'P • h 

kE(n) + k 
8 

and since, 

(lo) E(n) • h -, 
p-6 

we get 

(17) Q(IJ) -
k-1 
7c a • AOQL 

Thus for all p > s, the average fraction inspected ls given by 

(18) P(p) • l 

which 18 m1n1mwn. 

AO~ 
p 

While the one-aided sequential inspection plan 1e optimum 

from the p01nt of view uf c0st of inspection (at least in the 
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case of controlled pr0duct1on) it 1s not a plan which can be 

recommended 1n casea where the excessive var1ab111ty of the 

outgoing quality in f1n1te batche& of the product 1s an 1m

pcrtant factor. Thie bec omes apparent when we cunsider the 

foct that 1n order f vr any material to be 1ns~ected 100 per 

cent, the point ( f xi, J) must reach or exceed the line 
1•1 

y • h + sJ for some sample size J. &.lt if few defective items 

are found during a lung stretch of partial insyectlon, the 

point can wander so far away from the line that a great deal 

or unacceptable material can pass by before this fact le noted 

and the quality of the product improved by the 100 pe" cent 

1nape~tion. 'nlls situation can be remedied to some extent 

by employing a two-e1ded sequential 1nspect1on plan. 

A two-e1ded sequential 1napectivn plan 1a defined by two 

11nea 

(19) 

and 

(20) Y • ~1 + aJ 

where h1 and h 2 are ~oe1t1ve constants and J repreaenta the 
th number of items inspected at the J utage of partial inspection. 

In this plan, ~artial 1na~ect1on continues as long as the ~o1nt 

( t x1 , J) lies between the above two ~inee. Partial inspection 
1•1 

tenn1natea when, for some j • n, either 

(a) 
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In the f unner case n0 100 per ~ent 1nepe~t10n 1a callea for 

and the 1neµe c t1on procedure 1a simply repeated un new material. 

In the latter case, the inspection 1s reewned un new moter1al 

only after h./a 1e3D1ents (1.e., k(h2/a) 1tema) have been in

spected 100 per cent. 

E.xcept for the action taken, the 1nspect1un procedure 

described abuve 1s 1dent1cal w1th the sequentlal method of lot

by-lot acceptance inspection. Consequently, all the sequential 

theury which has been recently developed can be employed in 

studying the consequen~es of th1& plan. Thus, for example, 

if the production la in atat1at1cal control, the AOQ curve 

can be computed from the fonnula 

(21) Q( P) • ~P-{k_-_1...,) _E{_n...,) ______ _ 

{ } 
h2 

k E(n) + [1 - L)p)] 
8 

where L(p) 1a the Operating Characteristic of the sequential 

probability ratio t11t and E(n) 1s the Average s~~ple Number. 

The API curve 1a ,· of course, g1 ven by 

(22) P(p) • 1 - Q(p} 
p • 

In the two-e1ded sequential plan, Q(p) la alwa)a less 

than AOQL even if p >abut approaches 1t asymptotically aa 

p appruachee 1. Thus introducing the lower line increases 
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somewhat the coat uf inspection but ueually nvt to an appreci

able extent unleas h 1 1s mude ex~eedingly small. 

With any of the above plans, there 1s a m1n1rnwn amuunt uf 

1napect1on whi~h cannut be avoided regardless of the quality uf 

the product. This m1n1mwn 1s given by the ~art1al sampling 

rate employed. Generally speaking, the partial sampling rate 

haa but alight influence un the AOQ but a great deal of in

fluence in determ1n1ng the variability of the outgoing quality. 

The smaller the eegment a1ze k, the smaller will be this var1-

ab1lity. However, when it 1a small, the cost uf inspection 

will be un1uly large whenever the product ha~pens to be of 

acceptable quality. Thus 1n cases where the p~uduction fluc

tuates period1~ally from good to bad quality, 1t would be 

deairable to have a plan in which the sampling rate automatically 

adJuata itself to the quality of the product. A poaaib:! 

approach to this problem ls to introduce tw." sampling ra tee, 

one strict and one reduced. 

To illustrate, auppoee the second plan which I have dia

cuaaed 1a in use. We choose two integers k1 and k2 with k1 > k2 • 

The sequence of product is divided 1.J'lto either aegmenta of 

a1ze k1 or k2 depending on whether reduced or strict inspection 

ia called for, respectively. 

Inspection begins with strict inspection. That ia, one 

item 1a choaen at random from each consecutive seginent of k2 
items and the number of defective 1tema found, as well as the 

number of 1tema sampled, 1a accumulated. Ins~ect1on terminates 

when and only when m defectives have been foWld. If m defectives 
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have been found with a sample size n l N, the inapect1on pro

cedure 1a repeated on new material, but w1th the reduced samp

ling rate, that ls, the eequence of items ts now divided into 

segments of k
1 

1teme each and partial 1napection consists uf 

selecting and examining on~ item out of each segment. If, 

however, m defectives ha ve been f ound with a sample size n < N, 

the following actions are taken: (a) a batch of k2 (N-fl) con

secutive items 1s completely inspected, (b) the inapect10n 

procedure is repeated on new material, beginning with the seg

ment Just after the last segment that wae inspected 100 per 

cent. 

In the second and aubaequent 1napect1on operat1on1, a 

dec1a1on 11 always made when (but not before) m defectives have 

been f ound. If reduced inspection was in effect and the sample 

size n < N, a batch of k1 (N-<i) 1t~ma is completely inspected 

and the inspection procedure ls repeated on new material but 

:he sampling rate is changed from reduced to strict. If reduced 

inspection was in effect and the sample size n > N, the inspec

tion procedure ls repeated on new material at the reduced samp

ling rate. If however, strict inspection was in effect and the 

sample size n < N, a batch of K2 (tHi) items is completely in

spected and the inspection procedure repeatec on new material 

at the strict sampling rate. If strict inspection was in effect 

and the sample size n 2 N, the :nspect1on prucedure 1e repeated 

but at the reduced sampling rate. Whenever m defectives are 

found and the sample n ~ N, the inspection procedure le repeated 

on new material employing a reduced sampling 1·tf.te regardless or 
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the sampling rate in effect 1n the operation j ust preceding. 

'nle criterion f or em~loy1ng either reduced or strict in

spection can be summarized briefly as f ollows: Whenever an 

inspection operation terminates and 100 per cent inspection 

of eome material ls called for, 1t also calls f or strict in

spection t o f 0llow. Conversely, 1f no 100 per cent 1nspect1un 

1s indicated, then reduced inspection ls t 0 foll ow. 

It ts easily seen that when the material submitted f or 

iP3pect1un is of good quality, the partial sampling rate will 

most often be reduced, while if the material 1s 0 1· puor quality, 

the partial sampling rate will muJt often be strict. This will 

have the effec t o f reducing the cost uf inspe c t10n when inspec

tion 18 least needed and r~ducing the variability vf the 0Q 

when such a reduction le o f signifi cance. 
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